
 

 

Wiggle Wine Remix 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Wiggle wine girl, 
A you a run the world, 

Jump up and twirl! 
 

Pretty gyal wiggle and wine your body, 
Wiggle and wine gyal you look sexy. 

Pretty gyal wiggle and wine your body, 
Wiggle and wine gyal you look pretty. 
Pretty gyal wiggle and wine your body, 

Wiggle and wine gyal you look sexy. 
Pretty gyal wiggle and wine your body, 
Wiggle and wine gyal you look pretty. 

 
Switchhhhhhh!! 

 
Wine up your body gyal, raise it high, 

Wiggle up your hips them and take it to the sky. 
The music sweet, 

Like the food that you eat. 
 

You look good, Feel good, it’s your state of mind, 
Show off your body gyal you know you look fine. 

Sweet soul music cleansing you soul, 
Your body is you temple, you’ll never grow old. 

 
Pretty gyal wiggle and wine your body, 

Wiggle and wine gyal you look sexy. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Pretty gyal wiggle and wine your body, 
Wiggle and wine gyal you look pretty 
Wineup ya body gyal wine wine wine 
Wineup ya body drop it low onetime 
Wineup ya body gyal wine wine wine 

Wineup ya body gyal again again again again 
Wineup ya body gyal wine wine wine 
Wineup ya body drop it low onetime 

Wineup ya body gyal All the sexy Ladies 
 

Pretty gyal wiggle and wine your body, 
Wiggle and wine gyal you look sexy. 

Pretty gyal wiggle and wine your body, 
Wiggle and wine gyal you look pretty. 
Pretty gyal wiggle and wine your body, 

Wiggle and wine gyal you look sexy. 
Pretty gyal wiggle and wine your body, 
Wiggle and wine gyal you look pretty. 

 
Switchhhhhhh!! 

 
Wine up your body gyal, raise it high, 

Wiggle up your hips them and take it to the sky. 
The music sweet, 

Like the food that you eat. 
 

You look good, Feel good, it’s your state of mind, 
Show off your body gyal you know you look fine. 

Sweet soul music cleansing you soul, 
Your body is you temple, you’ll never grow old. 

 
Pretty gyal wiggle and wine your body, 

Wiggle and wine gyal you look sexy. 
Pretty gyal wiggle and wine your body, 
Wiggle and wine gyal you look pretty. 
Pretty gyal wiggle and wine your body, 

Wiggle and wine gyal you look sexy. 
Pretty gyal wiggle and wine your body, 

Wiggle and wine gyal you look pretty, Girl! 
 

witchhhhhhh!! 
 


